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ABSTRACT
Clothing is the fiber and textile material worn on the body and wearing of clothing is mostly
restricted to  human beings  and is a feature of nearly all human  societies. The type of clothing
worn depends on body type, social, and geographic considerations. Some clothing types can
be gender-specific like male clothing and female clothing. In this study a survey was done to
assess awareness and liking of Modi Kurta among young adults. Results depicted that every
respondent had knowledge and admire Hon,ble Prime minister of India, Mr. Modi and his
dressing style, he has become a fashion icon for them. His sense of dressing and clothing
choices has become a all time favourite attire among adults. Modi Kurta and Modi Jackets is
very popular among young population. They want to copy their style in their clothes also.
Majority of respondents (90%) love to wear Modi kurta. They wear it as fashion. Although
material choice varied, as 75 per cent of respondents used cotton khadi fabric, 15% respondents
used cotton fabric and remaining 10% respondents used to wear silk Khadi fabric because they
were fashion oriented.
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INTRODUCTION

In earlier time when people realized, they needed more than their own hair and skin to
protect them from the cold weather, they looked around to see what was available and they
saw animals with skins that kept them warm. They hunted animals for food and used the
skin of animals to cover their body. Primary function of clothing is to improve the comfort of
the wearer by providing protection against the elements, and can enhance safety during
hazardous activities such as  hiking  and cooking and it provides protection from sunburn in
warm weather, and protection from frostbite in cold weather. Clothing performs a range of
social and cultural functionality and also function as a form of adornment and an expression
of personal taste or style.

Clothing can be used to indicate social status and convey individuality, occupational and
sexual differentiation.   In many cultures, gender differentiation of clothing is considered
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appropriate for men and women. The differences are often in regard to styles, colors, and
fabrics.  In Western societies, skirts, dresses and high-heeled shoes are usually seen as
women’s clothing, while neckties are usually seen as men’s clothing. Trousers were once
seen as exclusively male clothing, but are nowadays worn by both genders.   In some countries
the gender divide in regard to fashion has decreased.   The world of clothing is always
changing, as new cultural influences (cited from https://raratheme.com/preview/mugu/2016/
09/14/clothing-performs-a-range-of-social-and-cultural-functions/) and influence with new
innovations and with some people like celebrities and politicians like Mr. NarendraModi. Mr.
Narendra Modi ji is the prime minister of India. The exclusive dressing style of Modi ji also
makes him a youth icon and his dress is famous as “Modi Kurta”.

The Modi’s Kurta itself has an incredulous story behind it. Chaturvedi (2013) asked to
Mr. NarendraModi about his Kurta in an interview on India today that everyone is too
curious to know about your Kurta then Mr. Modi said “I had to wash the clothes myself for
40 years, and found it difficult to wash long Kurtas that’s why i had to make sleeves and
length of the Kurta short. It became easy to wash and occupied less space. Now days
Modi’s Kurta has become a fashion and sold everywhere. In more current scenario, another
fashion icon has emerged by Mr. NarendraModi (the Prime minister of India) who has made
his simple half sleeve Kurta, a style statement for many of his followers.

After all, not only has he worn a unique garment, now it is officially named after him
(the Modi Kurta, a revisionist version of the classic Indian tunic shirt with half-length sleeves),
but the tailor who works with him to create his garment, Bipin Chauhan of the clothing chain
Jade Blue, has trademarked the style and is taking it to Britain, the United States and Southeast
Asia. There is an e-commerce site devoted to getting the Modi look — begun because, the
mission statement says, Mr. Modi “has become a brand not only in India but across the
world” Friedman, reported in Newyork Times in 2014.

Sharma (2013) says that over the years, Modi’s dress sense has evolved in keeping
with the changing times. From poly-khadi, his wardrobe now includes kurtas in khadi silk,
matka silk and linen. Modi’s favourite colours are white, off-white, light pink, saffron, pistachio
and other earthy shades. “Crafting clothes for a PM would be my dream come true”, says
Chauhan.

In a report by Desai (2014), two years ago a label registered for the Modi Brand and
has since sold over 35,000 Modi kurtas through 13 outlets in Gujarat and five in Hyderabad,
Indore, Udaipur, Nagpur and Raipur. Sharma (2013) reported in Times of India that the label
Jade Blue has been selling half and full sleeve kurtas under the ‘Modi Brand’ through 18
outlets across Gujarat and other states for several years now. Managing director Bipinbhai
Chauhan, who has been designing and stitching Modi’s clothes since 1989, told Mail Today
that the PM had explained that, “a kurta does not necessarily have to be white and full
sleeve. There can be style and colour to it.”

Chaturvedi reported in 2016 that the US President Barack Obama, at a banquet hosted
by President Pranab Mukherjee, saying he wanted to wear “Modikurta.” “Namaste India...
I want to thank you for not making me dance again, What I did not know that he (Modi) once
survived an attack by a crocodile, I was thinking of wearing a Modikurta myself tonight. The
kurta also supports local industry. His choice of a kurta underscores a cultural image that is
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“100 per cent India.” It suggests a clear embrace of professionalism and business.
On the basis of above information about popularity of Modi Kurta, present study was

conducted to know about Awareness and liking of Modi’s Kurta among young adults in
Udaipur city.

METHODOLOGY
With the invent and increased use of digital media among masses,the clothing sector

has also undergone tremendous changes in fashion statements in recent years, the present
investigation was formulated to get desired information from young adults residing in Udaipur
city.

Locale of the study:
The study was conducted on young adults in Udaipur city, based on the objectives of

the study.

Selection of sample:
This study was conducted on 30 young adults, a mix group of college going students and

young professionals employed in private sectors in the age range of 18 to 30 years. All the
samples were selected purposively from the various areas of Udaipur city.

Development of tool:
A closed ended structured questionnaire was developed as tool to gather required

information from selected respondents of the present study. The tool was developed in two
Parts. First part, dealt with questions related to the background information of the respondents,
like age, education, family types, family occupation and monthly income. In the second part
of questionnaire, questions dealing with specific information about usage of fabric, method
of washing, method of starching to the Kurta, their satisfaction level about the kurta, etc.
were asked.

Collection of data:
The researcher used descriptive research design to study primary data collected through

purposive and convenience sampling method with an adequate sample size of 30 respondents
of Udaipur city.

Analysis of data:
The data, so obtained was in quantitative from and no inference could be drawn from it.

To render this complete mass of data into some understandable form, it was treated as
follows :

Classification of data :
On completion of the data collection, the 30 schedules were sorted out and classified on

the basis of the responses of various Respondents.
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Table 1 :  Socio- personal profile of the respondents (n=30)
Respondents

Socio personal profile Category
f %

18-23 9 30

23-28 15 50

Age (in years)

Above 28 6 20

Pursuing higher education 12 40Pursuing education/ Employed

Employed 18 60

Nuclear 18 60Family type

Joint 12 40

Below 50,000 6 20

50000 to 70,000 6 20

Family income (Rs.) per month

above Rs.70,000 18 60
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Coding of data :
After the classification, coding of the responses was done to quantify the results. The

schedules were given Identification numbers and the data was transferred to coding sheet.

Tabulation :
Data was then arranged in the form of tables.

Statistical analysis:
– Percentage Distribution:

The information collected was presented in the form of percentages in order to
compare and know the similarities and differences between the responses.

–Graphical / Diagrammatic Representation :
To express the complex and scattered data into concise logical form for understanding

of significance the data was arranged in the form of tables and charts.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The data have been organized and analyzed by taking into account the objectives of the

study. All the pertinent information has been categorized and reported under the following
major sections:

General information:
The following section contains the outcome of the major observation made during the

study regarding socio personal characteristic such as age, education level, income and family
type etc.

Table 1 shows that majority of the respondents (60%) belonged to nuclear family and in
the employed category while remaining percentage of respondents (40%) was found to
pursue higher education in the different colleges of the Udaipur city.

Half of the respondents (50%) were found to be in the age group of 23 to 28 years
followed by 30 per cent respondents who were in the age range of 18 to 23 years.

It was found that an equal number of respondents (6 each) were in the income range of
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Table 2 : Fabric preference in Modi style Kurta  (n=30)
Fabric preference f %

Cotton 6 20*

Linen 12 40

Cotton khadi and woolen khadi 27 90

Silk khadi 21 70

Mixed fabric 15 50
*Multiple response
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below Rs 50,000/- and between Rs 50,000 to 70,000/ months, respectively, as is clear from
the table. Further, monthly family income of the majority of the respondents was above Rs
70,000 per month.

Specific information:
All the respondents of the present study were young adults who were willing to

experiment with their dressing style and So all of them had unique choice in clothing material
and dresses.

Popularity of Modi’s kurta :
Majority of the respondents knew about the Modi’s Kurta while only one respondent

did not know about the Modi’s Kurta

Knowledge about Modi’s kurta :
Modi’s trademark linen, cotton, cotton khadi and khadi silk half-sleeve kurta in pastel

hues along with cream Churidars were found favorites among young adults. When it was
questioned that whether they knew the difference between the Modi’s Kurta and Normal
kurta, it was found that majority of the respondents (95%) knew about the difference while
very few of the respondents (5%) were confused about Modi’s dressings.

Reasons of using Modi kurta:
It was interesting to note that higher percentage of respondents (80%) were frequently

using Modi style Kurta. The main reasons for using Modi Kurta was its being comfortable to
wear in both summer and winter season, easily available in local market and online in better
quality and economic price range. It was also reported that it did not require much care and
maintenance, as it can be easily washed at home.

Fabric preference :
When asked about the material choice available in Modi style kurta, it was reported by

the respondents that Modi style Kurta is available in wide variety of fabric in the market i.e.
cotton, linen, mixed fabric and khadi (cotton khadi, khadi silk and woolen Khadi fabric.)
Table 2 and Fig. 1 depicts the fabric preference of the respondents in Modi Kurta. Majority
of the respondents (90%) liked cotton khadi ij summer and woolen khadi in winters followed
by khadi silk.

It was reported by them that in daily wear, wearing Modi style kurta of khadi cotton is
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Fig. 1 : Distribution of respondents by fabric preference towards Modi kurta
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more comfortable and looks more dignified whereas for formal occasion, their preference
was towards khadi silk fabric as it was more elegant in their opinion.

It was found that half of the respondents (50%) also preferred mixed fabric in kurta as
they found it lighter in weight and easy to dry in use.

Mostly respondents prefer only khadi fabric because cotton khadi fabric has various
plus points over other fabric. It is cool in summer, warm in winter and unique in textured, look
brilliant and eco- friendly and produce in various colors and also highly absorbent fabric. The
texture of the khadi also found appealing to most of the respondents.

Colour preference :
Majority of the respondents (90%) liked to wear Modi’s favorite colours i.e. white, off-

white, light pink, saffron, pistachio and other earthy shades, as these shades were found
more in khadi material and look natural, calm and soothing to the eyes also.

Washing method used for cleaning :
Data presented in Fig. 2 shows that 55 per cent of respondents were using wet cleaning

method for washing using mild detergents such as genteel /ezee, etc. while 27 per cent of the
respondents were using normal detergent powder in wet cleaning at household level. It was
reported by 18 per cent respondents that they used to go for dry cleaning as they neither had
time nor the knowledge of washing at home.

Satisfaction about design of the kurta:
The design of the Modi style Kurta was found very appealing to all the respondents. All

the respondents were found fully satisfied with the design that’s why they were using the
Modi’s Kurta. It was found that 80 per cent respondents were using Modi style Kurta more
as fashion statement and rest of the respondents were using it as they liked the style and
found it very comfortable having good serviceability. All the respondents (young adults)
were fully satisfied with the design, size, color, texture and price of Modi Kurta.
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Fig. 2 : Distribution of respondents by washing Method used for cleaning
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Cost factor (Price of the Modi style kurta) :
The researcher also tried to find out the price range in which these Modi style kurta’s

were available and the opinion of the respondents about the cost factor. It was reported by
the respondents that price of the silk khadi kurta ranged from Rs. 1500-2500/- per piece and
it was found reasonable by majority (60%) of the respondents. Price range of the cotton
khadi kurta was found from Rs 400- 1500/- per piece and it was also found reasonable by
majority (75%) of the respondents. The price of Modi style Kurta in linen material was quite
expensive (from Rs 1100 to 2000/-) that’s why most of the respondents preferred cotton
khadi Kurta. Majority of the respondents were of opinion that pure fabric is more expensive
than mixed fabric and were ready to pay the prices as marked on the khadi kurtas. Their
favourite place of purchase was from local khadi shops as revealed by 80 per cent of the
respondents.

Conclusion :
From the findings of the study, it can be concluded that majority of the respondents liked

to wear Modi style Kurta, which is half sleeve. They want to wear it as fashion statement
and prefer pastle shades as worn by Mr Modi on different occasions. The design of the
kurta was very comfortable to wear and was available in wide fabric choice at reasonable
price. The respondents feel proud in wearing Modi style kurta and were found very satisfied
with their dressing style. Hence, we can see an upcoming trend in men’s wear also using
khadi material. The potential of khadi fabric can further be explored by blooming designers
to represents India at various platforms in a dignified manner.
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